
Seal replacement guide for 
TurbiTech2000LA/LS and TurbiTechw2 LA/LS Sensors 

using Seals Service Pack 156260 (Nitrile) or 156261 (Viton) 
The pack contains the following parts:

1 off Seal Assembly (PN: 151901 – Nitrile, PN: 151902 – Viton)

2 off Yellow Wiper Rings (PN: 101790)

Note: 1. The Seal Assembly is supplied with four ‘H’ rings and an ‘O’ ring fitted.

2. This service pack is not suitable for TT2000HR and TTw22000HR sensors. 

Preparation

Prior to replacing the seals, the sensor should be cleaned using water and a mild liquid detergent then 
thoroughly wiped dry. 

Replacement of Seals

It is preferable to carry out this operation with the probes fully extended. However, replacement of the 
seals can be done even if the probes are partially or full retracted.

(Note: The numbers in brackets identify the part in Figure 5)

1. Switch off the power to the controller.

2. Unscrew the four guard rods (17). A small Allen key or similar is suitable for using as a lever in the 
small hole located near the end of the guard rod. (Figure 1). 

3. Remove the stainless steel wiper ring housing (16) and carefully prise the wiper rings (15) off the 
glass tubes (12, 13). Discard the worn yellow wiper rings. (Figure 2).

 Figure 1             Figure 2 

4. In the centre of the now exposed seal assembly (14) a small threaded hole should be visible. Fit 
the wiper ring housing onto the probes in a reverse direction to its correct installation. Screw a 
guard rod through the wiper ring housing into the threaded hole in the seal assembly. (Figure 3).

5. The reversed wiper ring housing can now be used as a lever to extract the seal assembly from the 
probes. This is best done by locating fingers underneath the wiper ring housing and pushing with 
the thumbs on the ends of the probes. (Figure 4).

6. Unscrew the guard rod from the old seal assembly and remove the wiper ring housing. Discard the 
seal assembly.

7. At this stage, it may be necessary to clean the glass tubes. A damp soft cloth and some mild liquid 
detergent are suitable for this, however great care should be taken to ensure no water enters the 
sensor body. Check the condition of the tips of the probes and remove any hard deposits around 
the edge as they may score the new seals when re-fitted.
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Figure 3 Figure 4

8. Take some silicone grease and apply to the outer O-ring on the seal assembly all the way round. 
Apply a little grease to the H-rings inside the assembly.

9. Ensure the probe with the RED ring aligns with the 'fifth' location hole on the body.

10. Fit the replacement seal assembly onto the probes such that the small threaded hole is facing 
outwards and the location dowel is nearest the probe with the RED ring. Gently slide the seal 
assembly over the probes and press fully home into the sensor body until the large O-ring 
disappears. Wipe any excess silicone around assembly.

11. Fit the replacement yellow wiper rings over the probes with the scraper edge facing the probe tips 
and slide up to the seal assembly.

12. Locate the wiper ring housing onto the probes such that the small location dowels are aligned with 
their mating holes in the sensor body and seal assembly. Slide the housing onto the sensor body.

13. Replace the guard rods ensuring that the wiper ring housing is square to the sensor body. It should 
be possible to tighten the guard rods such that there is no gap between the housing and sensor 
body by hand. A small Allen key or similar can be used to tighten the guard rods - care should be 
taken to prevent over tightening.

Reset the Clean Count

◦ 7200 Monitor – Press MENU, Down Arrow to INSTRUMENT CONFIG, OK

Then Down Arrow to CLEAN SETUP, OK. Then Down Arrow to RESET CLEAN 
COUNT, OK

Press OK to reset. Press MENU several times to return to main display.

◦ 7300w2 Monitor – Press MENU, Down Arrow to SENSOR CONFIG menu, OK

Then Down Arrow to S:0x TurbiTECHw2, OK. Then Down Arrow to S:0x Clean Config 
menu, OK  and Down Arrow to S:0x Clean Error Reset, OK.

Press MENU several times to return to main display.

NOTE: Consult the TT2000 and TurbiTechw2 instruction manuals for further information regarding the 
operation and maintenance of the sensors.
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hole RED ring



Figure 5  Exploded View of TT2000 and TT2000w2 Sensor
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